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Project Overview
VEU is the BEP-20 token created in BSC. To drive the synthesis of these insights, we will create a
platform to download decentralized web assets as quickly as possible, allowing app developers
to directly reward consumers who provide their core resources and use this "found value" to
transact with publishers and apps. developers without fiat currency.
We will expand Veuter and introduce a new token, VEU, to implement a distributed
infrastructure services economy. Within the VEU economy, end users can offer infrastructure
services in small increments in exchange for tokens. A blockchain solution will provide a store of
value and medium of exchange that will scale to meet anticipated demand.
With the launch of Veuter, we will accelerate the introduction of the platform by eliminating
existing Veuter inefficiencies.
This will provide broad familiarity with the token's existence, user experience and economics,
along with a strong appeal for the underlying technology. The launch of Veuter will also prove
the effectiveness of using blockchain-based rewards to provide infrastructure services in small
increments over a large installed base.
In parallel, we will work with third-party developers to create and promote a marketplace that
supports networking and the fastest downloads of decentralized filegroups in general and a
marketplace for distributed infrastructure services based broadly on networking and storage
primitives, which are underpinnings of the existing Veuter technology. We will also work with
third-party publishers and app developers beyond the existing Veuter ecosystem on services
which consumers may spend their tokens on. Ultimately, hundreds of millions of end users will
be equipped with a robust means of deriving small amounts of value from their technical
resources, and will be able to spend that value on goods and services.

Introduction to Veuter
Veuter swarms suffer from structural inefficiencies which frequently lead to the premature
deterioration or death of swarms. Due to upload/download speed asymmetry, files frequently
complete downloading long before a peer has been able to upload an equivalent number of
bytes. Once the downloading peer has the entire file, there is no economic incentive to continue
to make the file available to other downloaders through seeding. That means users leave
swarms without uploading as much data as they have downloaded, which results in Veuter
swarms not lasting as long as they need to. In some cases, it is possible for a swarm to enable
the completion of a download even in the absence of a seed. Additionally, the Veuter uses a
design decision known as “rarest first,” which dictates that a client should prioritize requesting
to download the pieces that are held by the fewest peers in the swarm to which it has

connected. This mechanism is intended to flatten the distribution of pieces to decrease the
likelihood of a swarm losing a key peer or peers who are the sole providers of a required piece.
Veuter provides the fastest download of decentralized file groups.

Veuter Expansion
As we examined how Veuter’s expertise and ecosystem could be used to realize the potential of
blockchain technologies, we identified three key insights::
1. Internet users are reluctant to pay for digital goods and services online with fiat
currency. Instead, they pay with their attention.
2. The Veuter suffers from structural inefficiencies that limit the lifespan of swarms and
thus limit its overall efficacy as a protocol.
3. There is a large untapped market for the application of Veuter technology to new use
cases.

Veuter Contract Address
0x10f36fd0ce8c3bc0544adb17756a6ed97e383cdb

The following table shows the planned distribution of coins
Group of VEU Holders

Number of Coins

VEU Launchpad Wallet

5,000,000,000 VEU

Development Wallet

1,500,000,000 VEU

Team Wallet (12 Month Lock 8.33% Monthly Realese)

1,500,000,000 VEU

Bonus and Rewards Wallet

1,000,000,000 VEU

Marketplace

1,000,000,000 VEU

Total Supply

10,000,000,000 VEU

Roadmap
Stage 1 (2021-2022)
Establishment of the Veuter idea
Settlement of Veuter Team
The formalization of the project structure
Formalization of the legal structure
Setting the project’s budget and promotion scheme

Stage 2 (2022-2023)
Creation of the official website
Launch and announcement of Crypto Exchange software
Launch of Pre-sale on its own platform
Listing of 5 stock exchanges after the sale

Stage 3 (2023-2024)
Listing of the Veuter at major crypto exchanges
Developing the Exchange and Stock
App solutions
Announcement of new partnerships
Focusing on game technologies in the Metaverse

Stage 4 (2024-2025+)
Disclosure of Metaverse projects and publication of completed ones.
Starting work on VR and Conducting VR tests
Launching the out of blockchain solution
Launching the solution to perform grants and VEU ecosystem marketing
VEU ecosystem promotion

TEAM

Halden Schwartz – CEO

Ted Walker - COO

Patrick Hill – CTO

John Smith Jr - CFO

-

Development Wallet
with operational funds, not permitted to move or being traded (excluding MM). The funds from
this wallet will be spent on the affiliate program during the VEU Launchpad ICO, market making
activity (MM) and as a reserve for the VEU Exchange development.

VEU Launchpad Wallet
with backup funds, not permitted to move or being traded. Funds from this wallet are reserved
for the VEU Launchpad ICO.

Implementation Considerations
Implementation Considerations
Blockchain VEU applications will be supported by the tens of millions of Veuter daily active
users. To minimize opportunities for fraud, VEU applications will provide service in small
increments,waiting for payment to be confirmed before additional service is provided. This will
requiretransactions to be handled at a granular level and confirmed in a matter of seconds,
ideally inless than a second. Even the most conservative estimates of capacity requirements
anticipatedozens of transactions per second. With these needs in mind, it is clear that existing
public blockchains will not be able to support on-chain processing and settlement in the near
future.
User Controls
We plan to introduce features such as Veuter Speed and VEU transactional support into Veuter
clients in phases to allow us to iterate towards the clearest possibleuser education journey and
thus to optimize end-user participation. Participation in VEU transactions is required to be both
fully disclosed and completely optional for end users.

Legal
Veuter, in the peace and tranquility of the country, state and societies it will serve they are
respectful and adhere to all applicable laws to ensure their honesty, that it will fulfill all
necessary legal responsibilities in the manner prescribed by law. we believe that the activities
will be carried out in accordance with the principles of public disclosure and transparency
although functioning systems are more accessible, cheaper and faster for the sake of humanity
Veuter declares and undertakes that he will try to be supportive.

The Principle Of Transparency
In accordance with the transparency principle adopted by Veuter, all its users and investors are
regularly it will inform you as follows. The aim of this study is to evaluate the progress of all the
projects, and its structure, etc. when and in what way does he regularly perform all such
matters as both on the official website and on all social and traditional media Veuter will
announce it to the public.

Disclaimer Of Liability
This white paper and other documents published in connection with this white paper are
related to the following; The Veuter platform uses these considerations for the purpose of
development and continuity. All information specified in this document may be subject to
change.
• This white paper summarizes future projects and goals.
This document expresses its forward-looking goals and concerns based on Veuter's beliefs
references Presentations and information about the "Veuter” it is included. Veuter is under
development as stipulated in this document and is continuously. Veuter will continue to update
and improve himself. It is updated and developed within the limits set by the basic form of
management. Veuter development process at the time of completion, it has a completely
different structure than the features specified in this document may be. Although the specified
dates and times are expressed as estimates, there is a clear acceptance is not shown. This
document is an offer or request subject to securities or other regulations. discourages. Any
investment promotion is not an invitation or request text. Veuter reserves its own capital,
shares, copyrights, profits, returns.

